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Heartfelt, passionate Christian recovery songs; helps addicts ( others in recovery) relate to  identify their

feelings. Many recovery programs have found this music helpful. 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary

Gospel, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: SECTION 1 description This is a music CD collection of 10

heartfelt and passionate Christian recovery songs. These are well-constructed songs, both instrumentally

and lyrically. These songs have helped addicts (and others in recovery) relate to, and identify, their

feelings. Your heart and soul will be moved by the music on this CD. Other recovery programs that have

found this music helpful: Survivors of emotional incest; sexual abuse; domestic violence awareness,

overeaters groups. SECTION 2 artist info Joey Daddario is a successful singer-songwriter who uses

beautiful soothing melodies and a contemporary pop sound as a form of therapy to express his feelings of

pain and sadness that are the result of growing up in a dysfunctional home. A lifetime's worth of

unexpressed grief is finally uncapped. The result is a gushing forth of tears and expression relating to the

family problem that has gone unhealed for so long. Joey says, "If it weren't for the belief in a Higher

Power greater than myself (whom I choose to call Jesus) my situation would be hopeless." SECTION 3

who did what All songs were written, performed, and produced by Joey Daddario. Joey Daddario - lead

vocals, acoustic  electric guitars, keyboards. Kathleen Drake Hedrick - Co-writer and singer on 'So Far'.

Steve Mason - guitar leads on 'The Problem Is Me'. Recorded  mixed at Studio 'Addario, Amelia Island,

FL,  Newport Beach, CA locations, USA. REFERENCES - reviews 1. "Your music has an important

message. I felt like [your song] Little Miss Perfect was written about my life. You have taken a negative

and turned it into an incredible positive to help others." Actress Suzanne Somers Author "Keeping

Secrets" 2. "Joey's music offers truth and inspiration. His songs speak to my heart and bring a smile to

my soul!" Claudia Black Ph.D., ACA Recovery Author 'It Will Never Happen to Me'&'Changing Course' 3.
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"Joeys music provides the audience a very spiritual experience as it gets to the truth of past trauma. He is

fantastic!" Pia Mellody Recovery Author on Codependence 4. "Joey captures the soaring spirit of

recovery and sets it free in a soul making journey of celebration and meaning." Terry Kellogg Recovery

Author 'Broken Toys/Dreams' 5. " Retreat by Joey is a remarkably affecting album...that can free you from

any remaining denial or repression and send you further along your recovery path." Audrey DeLamarte,

Sober Times Magazine San Diego, CA 6. "Joey shares his feelings with others who came from similar

[ACA] backgrounds. Retreat deals with pain, rejection and isolation and overcoming them all." Orange

Coast Magazine Orange County, CA Link: songman Influences: Don Henley, Fleetwood Mac, Cat

Stevens, Neil Young, Jackson Browne, All Christian artists with a heart for our Lord.
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